RAMOJI FILM CITY
TOUR TIMINGS: 08.30 AM to 08.30 PM

Itinerary:Ramoji Film City is the world’s largest integrated film studio complex at over 2,000 acres of land. It is also a
popular tourism and recreation centre, containing both natural and artificial attractions. It is situated on
Hyderabad - Vijayawada, highway, about 25 km from Hyderabad. A Japanese garden, the ETV planet (a multipurpose editing suit), a pool, artificial waterfalls, breathtakingly accurate airport terminal, hospital set, railway
station, churches, mosques and temples, shopping plazas, palace interiors, chateaus, rural complexes, urban
dwellings, and a winding highway are some other places for tourists to visit. For shopping you have, some nice
handicrafts, pottery & decorative articles to purchase.
Full day excursion to Ramoji Film City the ultimate multi-faceted
holiday-maker’s destination. Ramoji Film City, a tribute to the
bewitching magic of cinema, is the dream destination for
entertainment and relaxation. Millions of tourists from all over the
world come to the complex every month to revel in its infinite leisure
and recreation options. Spread over idyllic 2,500 acres and studded
with hills, woods, and lakes and striking architectural triumphs. Ramoji
Film City is one of Asia's fastest growing tourism destinations.

Tour Step by Step description:09:00 AM: The tour will be start from your hotel in morning post breakfast @09:00a.m. You will be driven to
Ramoji Film City.
10:30 AM: Once you arrive at Ramoji Film City and take the entry.
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10:30 AM - 06.30 PM: Visit of Ramoji Film City and explore the magic of cinema in a completely different way
in a toy train with the guide.
06:30 PM: Once you get out of the film city, your driver would be there to attend you and will take you back.
08:30 PM: Drop to your hotel @08:30pm.
*******Tour Ends*******

Tour Cost – INR 3500 per person (For group of 10 PAX)
Inclusion in the tour:




A.C Tempo traveler during the tour.
Accompanying guide during the tour itinerary.
Entrance ticket to Ramoji film city.
All presently applicable taxes.

Exclusions in the package: All meals on direct payment.
 Any personal expense to taken care directly.
 Anything not specified in the package is excluded.
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